Welcome to the Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction’s training
module on the Private School Choice Programs. We will refer to the
Private School Choice Programs as “Choice” or “Choice program”
throughout this training. The Choice program is governed by Wis. Stat. §§
119.23 and 118.60, as well as Wis. Admin. Codes ch. PI 35 and 48.
Provisions of this training module are subject to statutory and rule
changes.
This training module will discuss the Choice payment process, the pupil count
reports, and the enrollment audits.
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The application verifications are completed in OAS. Users must log in to OAS,
which is available at https://dpi.wi.gov/parental-education-options/choiceprograms/oas, using their username and password issued by the DPI.
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The first screen when you log in will be the Application Summary screen. The
Application Summary in OAS will list all applications that have been submitted
to the school through the Online Parent Application, separately, for each Choice
program. The Online Parent Application must be completed by the parent or a
legal guardian. We will use the term “parent” throughout this training to refer to
either the parent or legal guardian.
The school has the ability to filter the applications by the enrollment period,
grade, student name, parent name and status of the application.
The school may also filter for continuing students and the income method used
by checking continuing, New-DPI Method, New-DOR Method, or New-Foster.
Once the parent has submitted their application and the school has received the
required documentation from the parent, the Choice administrator or Choice
designee should verify the application in OAS. In order to begin verifying an
application, click on a student’s name.
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The application screen will provide the family information. All students on the
application will be listed in the student summary. Students with the same status
are verified on the same page. In this example, all of the new students are
showing. The school will need to separately go into the continuing student
application to verify the application.
If the application included any foster or kinship care students, the verification
would need to be completed separately for any foster or kinship care students.
The verification screen will include an income verification section if the
verification is for new students. It will include a residency verification section
and a general documentation verification section for all students.
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This slide shows an example verification screen in the OAS. The verification
screen will first identify what income related support must be provided if the
application is for a new student. The parent must provide all of the
documentation on the screen. If the documentation type on the verification
screen matches what is provided, the parent name(s) match, and the amount of
income per the documentation matches, the Choice administrator or Choice
designee should check the income verification box. If the amount does not
match but the application is still eligible based on the income limit for the
family, the box can also be checked. See the DPI Income Requirements Training
for additional information on this option. The Income Documentation Bulletin is
another resource schools may reference for additional information if the parent
name(s), amount(s), or documentation does not match the verification screen in
OAS.
Checking this box also confirms that the school has all income documentation
on file at the school.
Please be aware that if the parents only have cash income, the income
verification box must be checked even though no income documentation support
needs to be provided to the school for the application.
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Parents who run the DOR income eligibility determination in the Online Parent Application will receive a
message in the Online Parent Application that the new student applications are either income eligible or
ineligible.
• New Student Applications determined eligible by DOR:
o These applications will have a status of “Not Yet Verified” on the Application Summary screen in
OAS after the parent completes and submits the applications in the Online Parent Application. No
further action is needed by the school regarding income for these applications. The school will need
to complete the verification process for the applications, including the residency and general sections
on the OAS verification screen.
• New Student Applications determined ineligible by DOR:
o Parents may choose to submit the new student DOR ineligible applications in the Online Parent
Application if the parent thinks the DOR income determination is incorrect. The confirmation screen
in the Online Parent Application and the confirmation email the parent receives will indicate that the
new students were determined ineligible by the DOR. The confirmation email will also inform the
parent (1) to provide information to the school about why they think the DOR income

determination is incorrect and (2) that the school may request copies of the first two
pages of their prior year and/or two prior year’s Federal IRS 1040(s). These new student
applications will have a status of “Ineligible per DOR” on the Application Summary screen in OAS.
Please see the “Completing DOR Verification - Parents who are DOR Ineligible request school rerun DOR determination” slide in this training for additional information.
o If parents choose not submit the new student DOR ineligible applications in the Online Parent
Application, the applications will not be in OAS.
o For families that have both continuing and new students, the parent may choose in the Online Parent
Application to submit both the continuing students and the new DOR ineligible students or just the
continuing students.
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Parents who indicate in the Online Parent Application they want the school to complete the DOR verification will
need to provide the school with their social security number(s) (SSN) or tax identification numbers (Tax IDs)
prior to the end of the application period in which they apply. Schools should then complete the DOR verification
process in OAS prior to the end of that application period. Schools may complete the DOR Income Determination
after the end of the application period; however, if the DOR does not have records for the parent, the application
must be determined ineligible.
These new student applications will have a status of “Not Yet Verified” on the Application Summary screen in
OAS after the parent completes and submits the applications in the Online Parent Application. See the picture on
this slide for a sample OAS verification screen for these new student applications.
Please remember that checking for records does not mean the school has to use the DOR method. At this point, the
parent could still, in the Online Parent Application during the open application period, change the income
determination method to the DPI method*. However, if the DOR finds records and the school clicks “yes” to
continue with DOR eligibility determination, the selection cannot be changed and the parent may not switch to the
DPI method.
The information below outlines how the records check and DOR determination works during the open application
period and after the open application period ends.
During the application period: The school enters the SSN/Tax IDs, clicks the “Check for Records” button,
and the results for the DOR records check indicate the DOR has records. The school is asked if they want to
proceed with using the DOR method for income eligibility and may run the DOR income eligibility determination in
OAS by checking the “Yes” bubble. However, this is not a guarantee that the family will be found eligible - only that
the DOR has records to make a determination. The family may still be found ineligible. Once a DOR determination is
made, parents may not switch to the DPI determination method.
• School clicks “Yes” and the family is determined income eligible by the DOR: The Residency and Documentation
sections of the verification screen will display and the school should complete the verification process for the
application.
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School clicks “Yes” and the family is determined income ineligible by the DOR: The application will
have a status of “Ineligible per DOR”. The parent may not switch to the DPI method. Schools may rerun the DOR determination, if the school and the parent think the determination is incorrect. See the
following slide for additional information.
School clicks “No”: The parent may switch to the DPI method in the Online Parent Application*
during the school’s open application period(s) if the school selects no and does not run the DOR
eligibility determination in OAS.

During the application period: The school enters the SSN/Tax IDs, clicks the “Check for
Records” button, and the results for the DOR records check indicate the DOR does not have
records. The school should check that the names and SSNs/Taxpayer IDs match exactly what was filed
on the parent’s tax returns. If they were not correct, the school should run the records check again using
the correct SSNs/Taxpayer IDs. If the DOR cannot find records for the family, the parents must use the
DPI method in the Online Parent Application*. If the DOR does not have records and the parent does not
re-submit the application during the application period using the DPI method*, the school must complete
the verification of the application in OAS as “This family is not eligible for the program based upon the
information provided.” This option will display on the OAS verification screen the day following the end
of the open application period.

During the application period: Parents do not provide their SSNs/Tax IDs to the school during
the open application. The school must complete the verification of the application in OAS as “The
parents/guardians did not show up by the end of the open application period to provide documentation.” or
“This family is not eligible for the MPCP based upon the information provided.”. These options will
display on the OAS verification screen the day following the end of the open application period.

After the application period: The school enters the SSN/Tax IDs, clicks the “Check for
Records” button, and the results for the DOR records check indicate the DOR has records. The
school is asked if they want to proceed with using the DOR method for income eligibility and may
run the DOR income eligibility determination in OAS by checking the “Yes” bubble. However, this
is not a guarantee that the family will be found eligible - only that the DOR has records to make a
determination. The family may still be found ineligible. Once a DOR determination is made, parents
may not switch to the DPI determination method.
• School clicks “Yes” and the family is determined income eligible by the DOR: The Residency
and Documentation sections of the verification screen will display and the school should complete
the verification process for the application.
• School clicks “Yes” and the family is determined income ineligible by the DOR: The application
will have a status of “Ineligible per DOR”. The parent may not switch to the DPI method. Schools
may re-run the DOR determination, if the school and the parent think the determination is
incorrect. See the following slide for additional information.
• School clicks “No”: The parent may switch to the DPI method in the Online Parent Application*
during a future open application period for the school if the school selects no and does not run the
DOR eligibility determination in OAS. If the school selects “No” and does not run the DOR
determination, the school must complete the verification of the application in OAS as “This family
is not eligible for the program based upon the information provided.” for the application.
After the application period: The school enters SSN/Tax IDs, clicks the “Check for Records”
button, and the results for the DOR check show the DOR does not have records. The school
should check that the names and SSNs/Tax IDs match exactly what was filed on the parent’s tax returns. If
they were not correct, the school should run the records check again using the correct SSNs/Tax IDs. If the
DOR does not have records, the school must complete the verification of the application in OAS as “This
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family is not eligible for the program based upon the information provided.” Parents of these students may
re-apply in a future application period, if available. If the school does not have any remaining open
application periods for the applicable Choice program, the students will not be able to attend the school as
Choice students.

*The parent must return to the Online Parent Application, update the income method to the DPI method in
application, answer the income related questions, re-submit the application, and provide the required
documentation to the school before the end of that open application period.
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Schools may re-run the DOR determination for new student applications that have been found
ineligible per DOR if the school and the parent think the DOR determination is incorrect. These
could be applications that were determined ineligible by DOR in the Online Parent Application
where the parent submitted the ineligible new student applications or where the parent indicated
in the Online Parent Application that they wanted the school to complete the DOR verification.
Students determined ineligible by the DOR may not switch to the DPI Income Determination
Method.
The parent will need to work with the school and provide their SSN or Tax ID to the school to
rerun the DOR Process, if applicable. Please see the Income Documentation Bulletin, which is
available on the https://dpi.wi.gov/parental-education-options/choice-programs/studentapplications-processing webpage, for additional information.
The school will follow the same steps as on the previous slide in this training to re-run the DOR
determination.
DOR ineligible applications may be re-run during the open application period, up until the final
verification date for the program. Reminder, those dates are different for the MPCP and RPCP
than the WPCP. See the Application Process Bulletin at the above link for additional information.
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The Choice administrator or Choice designee will need to complete the
residency verification for all applications. To complete the residency verification
you will need to determine all of the following:
• The residency documentation provided in on the list of acceptable documents.

• The parents’ names and address on the documentation provided match the
parents’ names and address in the OAS.
• The documentation is dated between the dates listed on the OAS screen.
• The school district identified has been verified using one of the methods
permitted by DPI and the district based on the verification matches what is in
the OAS.
Complete the check boxes on the OAS screen to attest that the Choice
administrator or Choice designee has obtained the allowed residency
documentation and that the address is located in the district noted in the OAS.
Additional information on the residency requirements is available in the
Residency Requirements Training and in the Choice Residency Documentation
Bulletin.
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The next section of the verification screen is labeled “Documentation Verification.” This is
where the Choice administrator or Choice designee can identify whether an application is
eligible or ineligible.
If all of the required residency and income documentation has been provided and verified by
the Choice administrator or Choice designee, then the first radio button can be checked. If the
family is not eligible, then the radio button stating that the family is not eligible should be
checked. If the parents did not show up to provide documentation, then the third button
should be selected. This option will not be available until after the end of the open application
period in which the application is received.
If the parents have not yet provided all of the required residency and/or income
documentation, then the final radio button should be selected. This can be used to track which
students have not yet provided the required documentation. If this button is selected the
application is not completed, and the school must return at a later time to complete the
verification. The status of the application will remain “Not Yet Verified” until the school
returns and selects another button for the final verification.
Once the appropriate radio button is selected, click the Save button and then the Back to
Application Summary link to begin the verification process for the next application.
Additional information on when schools must complete the verification of applications is
available in the Choice Applications Process Bulletin.
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During the verification process the school may identify that information on the
application must be corrected.
If it is still during the same open application period that the application was
received, the school should request that the parent log back into the Online
Parent Application and make the correction.
If this is discovered after the open application period, the school can send an
email to DPI using the email on the slide. The email should explain that
information for a student needs to be updated in OAS. Include the student’s
name as currently in OAS. Then provide the information that needs to be
corrected such as the student’s first or last name or address. If the change is for a
student name or date of birth, include documentation in the email that supports
the correct student name and/or date of birth. Examples of supporting
documentation for name or date of birth include an immunization record or a
copy of the “Annotation of Birth Records/Facts” form. See the Student
Application Processing webpage for additional information on making
verification corrections found at https://dpi.wi.gov/parental-educationoptions/choice-programs/student-applications-processing.
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The school does not need to review the middle initials or suffixes for the
students or parents. As a result, the DPI does not make corrections for these
items.

Additionally, any differences in abbreviations, punctuation, capitalization or
spacing between supporting residency documentation and the application in
OAS do not need to be corrected in OAS. The school does not need to get any
new documentation as a result of these differences. For example, if OAS has
Street spelled out and the documentation has St, OAS does not need to be
corrected.
Finally, any updates to income information must be made by the parent during
the open application period in which the application was received. Changes to
income related information are not made by the DPI. This includes changes to
the amount or types of income or government assistance or the explanation of
how basic needs were provided for parents who did not receive any income.
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Requests for DPI to make changes to applications in OAS must be made by the
first weekday in May for WPCP. This is extremely important because DPI will
complete the WPCP random selection using the information in OAS as of the
first weekday in May.
Grade changes for MPCP or RPCP applications must be made by July 31. Any
other change requests need to be made by the last weekday in September for
MPCP or RPCP applications received from February to September. Other
change requests need to be made by the last weekday in January for MPCP
applications received from October to January.
Any changes after the dates detailed above must be reported to the auditor
and made as part of the Enrollment Audits.
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The Application Summary screen will identify the status for each application.
Applications that are not verified will have a status of “Not Yet Verified.”
Applications where the school identifies that the parent did not provide the
required documentation by the end of the open application period will have an
application status of “Parent No Show.” Applications that the school has
verified in the OAS will have a status of “Verified.” Applications that were
found ineligible through the DOR process will have a status of “Ineligible per
DOR.”
Ineligible per DOR means that the parent chose to use the DOR income
determination method and the DOR determined the parent did not meet the
income requirements. If a parent used the DOR method and was found
ineligible, the parent may not switch to the DPI Income Determination Method.
See the “Completing DOR Income Verification” slides in this training
presentation for additional information.
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There are several statuses in the OAS indicating that a student is ineligible.
Ineligible in Semester 1 indicates that the application was ineligible in Semester
1 but may be eligible for the second semester.
Ineligible in Semester 2 indicates that the application was ineligible in Semester
2 but may be eligible for the first semester. For example, if a WPCP student was
counted on the 3rd Friday in September and subsequently withdrew from the
program, the student would be marked as Ineligible in Semester 2. This student
would still be eligible for the 3rd Friday in September.
The DPI changes the status for students to Ineligible in Semester 1 and Ineligible
in Semester 2, if required.
Ineligible in both semesters means the student was not eligible to participate in
the Choice program for the full year. If the school has a future open application
period, the student may be eligible to reapply for the program, depending on the
reason they were determined ineligible.
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There are several reasons why multiple applications may be received by a school for the
same student. The first reason is that two different parents submitted an application for the
same student, or the parent applies for the same student using multiple email addresses.
Please see the Application Process Overview training for information on who may submit
an application for a student.
The second reason is that a parent may submit an application for a 5-year-old
kindergarten student for two different kindergarten programs. An example of when this
might happen is when the school has Choice seats available in both a half-time
kindergarten program and a full-time kindergarten program. A parent could select both
programs when applying to the school. If the student is applying to the WPCP, the school
should verify both applications as eligible, if they are. If the student is applying for the
MPCP or RPCP, the school should only submit an application for the program the student
will be participating in. If both applications are submitted, both will be included in the
count reports.
The last reason is only applicable for MPCP or RPCP students because they have more
than one open application period available. For these programs, a parent can submit an
application for a student in each open application period that the school has. If the parent
submits a new application in a different open application period, it will be included on a
separate line in the Application Summary with the new open application period identified
in the “Enroll Pd” column.
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Potential duplicate applications will be identified with an asterisk in the “Multi
App” column in OAS. The applications identified will include any where there
are two or more applications in “Not Yet Verified,” “Verified”, or “Submitted”
status. The school can use the filters to view only the applications with an
asterisk by checking the box next to “Multiple Apps *” in the top right corner.
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The school should review the list of students to determine if any of the students
are duplicates. It is possible that the applications may not be for the same student
so the school will need to review each of these to determine if any are for the
same student. If two of them are for the same student, the school should only
verify and submit one of the applications. The only exception to this is if a
student applied to two different five-year-old kindergarten programs. If the
student is eligible, both applications should be verified.
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If the school received two applications for the same student, the verification
screen for the later application will have an additional option in the verification
screen. The additional option will indicate “This application is a duplicate of a
previously verified student.” This should be selected if the first application was
eligible.
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An asterisk will also show in the “Multi App” column if the student has an
application in “Not Yet Verified”, “Verified,” or “Submitted” status and a
different application with the same student name and date of birth was
determined ineligible per DOR. If the applications are for the same student, the
other application must be marked as ineligible. The DOR determination is final
and the student(s) will not be able to participate in the Choice program for the
entire school year at any Choice school.
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If a parent goes into the Online Parent Application in the same open application
period and deletes your school from their selection, that application will be
removed from your Application Summary.

If a parent goes into the Online Parent Application and resubmits an application
in the same open application period, the status on the application will revert to
“Not Yet Verified”. The school must determine if anything changed and repeat
the verification of the application in OAS.
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All WPCP application eligibility determinations and verifications must be
completed by the first weekday in May. This is extremely important as the DPI
will complete the random selection based on the verified applications in OAS as
of the first weekday in May.
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This slide lists the eligibility and verification deadlines for MPCP and RPCP.
The school must determine if applications are eligible the earliest of the
following:
1. Prior to the next open application period

2. Within 60 days of the end of the open of the open application period in
which the application is received
3. Prior to the next count date (count dates are 3rd Friday in September and 2nd
Friday in January)
4. Prior to completing the random drawing (if applicable for your school)
The OAS will automatically identify any applications that have not been verified
with 60 days after the end of the open application period in which the
application is received with “Expired after 60 days.” For example, an
application submitted during the February open application period would need
to be verified within 60 days of February 20th since February 20th is the last day
of the February open application period. If the school doesn’t verify the
application within 60 days of the end of the open application period, the
application will be determined ineligible and the parent would need to resubmit
a new application in a future open application period, if the school has any.
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The DPI will submit eligible WPCP applications selected in the random
drawings that DPI conducts.
For the MPCP and RPCP, the school must submit the eligible applications to DPI
after the open application period ends. An application must have been verified in
OAS before the application can be submitted.
The school should not submit the applications for students that are on the
school’s waiting list. The waiting list applications should remain in “Verified”
status until the student is offered a seat.
Only submitted applications will be available to be included in the count report
and therefore eligible for payment.
The next slides will go through the OAS process to submit an application.
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The school needs to log into the OAS. From the navigation bar on the left of the
screen, select Submit Apps to DPI.
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The system will bring up the listing of applications that have a status of “Verified”. Check the submit to DPI
box for the applications the school would like to submit. There is a button to Select All and then you can
uncheck any applications that the school does not want to submit.
If a MPCP or RPCP student application that the school intends to submit is not listed on this page in OAS, the
application does not have a status of “Verified”, and the school should return to the “App Summary” and check
the status of the application. If the status of the application on the “App Summary” page is “Not Yet Verified”,
the school must complete the verification process for the application. If the status of the application is
“Submitted”, the school has already submitted the application. As indicated on a previous slide in this
presentation, the school should not submit the applications for students that are on the school’s waiting list. The
waiting list applications should remain in “Verified” status until the student is offered a seat. See the
Application Process Bulletin, which is available on the https://dpi.wi.gov/parental-education-options/choiceprograms/student-applications-processing webpage for additional information on the verification and
submission of applications.
Use the filter and search options to identify applications that have not been submitted by the school in OAS.
You may filter by grade, enrollment period, applications that may have multiple applications submitted, parent
name and student name. You may also indicated how many rows of students per page you would like to display
on the screen.
A note on applications that have asterisk in the multiple app column. The school should confirm the student
does not already have a submitted application. Applications with an asterisk indicate multiple applications exist
for the student with a status of: Not Yet Verified, Verified, Submitted, or Ineligible per DOR. Each student
should only have one submitted application. Additionally, if you find that a student has an application that was
determined ineligible by DOR, any subsequent applications for the student must be marked as ineligible (i.e. the
school should mark the application as “The family is not eligible for the MPCP/RPCP/WPCP based on the
information provided” on the verification screen).
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If the school tries to submit applications before the end of the open application
period in which the application was received, the system will display a message
that says “Too early to submit.”
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Your auditor will conduct two Enrollment Audits, one for the 3rd Friday in
September and one for the 2nd Friday in January. The auditor will review the
applications including supporting documentation as part of these audits.

All corrections identified by the auditor must be made by the due dates for the
Enrollment Audits. For applications received from February – September, the
due date is December 15. For applications received from October – January, the
due date is the first weekday in May for schools participating in the RPCP or
WPCP and the last weekday in June for schools only participating in the MPCP.
If a school participates in the MPCP and the RPCP or WPCP, the Enrollment
Audit for all programs is due by the first weekday in May.
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If you have any questions about the information discussed in this training, please
see the Private School Choice Programs homepage. The left menu bar of the
Private School Choice Programs homepage has resources for both schools and
parents.
Choice schools may also contact the Choice team at
privateschoolchoice@dpi.wi.gov, or call the toll-free number at 1-888-245-2732,
extension 3 with questions.
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